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Division de Physique Théorique** Institut de Physique Nucléaire, 91406 Orsay 
Cedex, Prance 

He study the conditions at which multiple break up of nuclei occurs during 
a collision. A minimal temperature of abc-jt 5 KeV seems to be necessary to 
produce multifragnentation. The average number-*of fragments produced 1s 
correlated with the average number of primary nucleon-nucleon collisions. 
Based on these ideas a simple model of evaporatlon-multifragnientation reac
tions is developed, which accounts for most of the existing data for pro
tons and heavy Ions Induced reactions. 

1. INTftOOUCTtON ; 
When a projectile and a target nuclei collide under certain conditions, one 

o'r both can break up in many nuclear fragments, each fragment containing many 
nucléons. This phenomenon 1s called multifragmentation. It is expected that the 
study of this multiple production of complex nuclear fragments can provide use
ful' information on the equation of state of nuclear matter in a new parameter 
range, different from the ones explored by both low and relativistic energies 
heavy ions. This is because the formation of these nuclear fragments may be 
governed by various types of instabilities developing in nuclear matter under 
particular conditions of density, pressure, shape and excitation energy . 
However the dynamics of the multifragmentation process itself is presently not 
well understood. Various explanations, not all necessarily contradictory, have 
been proposed. It has been conjectured that multifragmentation is the manifes
tation of a liquid-gas phase transition occurring in a compression-expansion 
of nuclear n a t t e r . If this is true, multifragx&ntation could be a unique 
tool to study a fascinating new aspect of nuclear matter. However it has not 
yet been proved that this is the correct interpretation. Flrsti is not clear 
whether if the required conditions of temperature, entropy and pressure can 
be reached during a real nuclear collision, specially for protons Induced 
reactions. Secondly» other good explanations of the experimental facts exist . 
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These other models or theories are based on either a statistical (and chemical) 

equilibrium picture or in a fast break up process in which only minimal sta

tistical assumptions are made . Originally, the phase transition idea is 

based on the analogy between the observed power law o(Ap) *• A£ T for the mass 

yields of light fragments of size Ap and the predicted size of droplets in the 

condensation theory of Fisher . The above mentioned alternative pictures also 

describe well the data, not only the slope of o(AF) but also its projectile, 

target and energy dependence, as well as the absolute normalization . A last 

remark about the phase' transition picture concerns the fact that multifragmen

tation exhausts only a rather small fraction of the total reaction cross sec

tion. A large part of the observed very light composites is probably produced 

under conditions in which the phase transition should not occur (spallation or 

ablation reactions). The dynamics of the muHifragmentatlon is still a very 

open and fascinating problem. 

The study of the conditions at which raultifragmentation occurs is the main 

topic of this work. To realize this, first we analyze the existing experimen

tal data and extract informations that are mostly model independent. From these 

emerges the following picture of a possible reaction mechanism. For reactions 

in which the number of target-projectile individual nucleon-nucleon collisions 

is rather small (peripheral collisions or low energy and long nucléon mean 

free path A« N) projectile and target preserve part of their bulk structure, 

the excitation energy of the speci'^or is thermalized and nucléons and light 

composites aro evaporated. This corresponds to the standard picture of spalla

tion or abrasion-ablation. Increasing the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, 

one reaches an excitation energy of about 3 MeV/A (T « S MeV), above which the 

spectators break in many fragments. The number of fragments itself seems to be 

correlated with the number of primary nucleon-nucleon collisions. At high ener

gies ( £ 5 GeV/A) ANN becomes constant and the multifragmentation process 

also reaches a limiting cross section. Based on these ideas. In a second step 

we build a model that contains only minimal constraints. In this model the 

dynamics of the inultifragmentation is not specified, but the dynamics of the 

collision is treated in some microscopic way, allowing a direct and nearly 

parameter-free comparison with experimental data. This is done in the last part. 

Throughout this paper we discuss in parallel proton and heavy ion Induced 

reactions, because the observed phenomena are nearly the same in both cases, 

and because very abundant experimental data exist for the former reactions 

which are simpler to modelize. 



2. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
We start our program with the analysis of the simplest pieces of data. I.e. 

the Inclusive reaction cross sections. Using a sum rules technique, we extract 
from the total mass yield curves information on the average number of frag
ments. We deduce from this a scaling law for the mass yields. Studying the slo
pe of the muss yield for the heavy fragments we deduce the limiting excitation 
energy that the nuclei can support without breaking. 

2.1. Sum rules analysis of the mass yield distributions 
* Recently we have proposed a sum rules technique14 to analyze mass yields 
o(Ap) for reactions of the type A» + Ay-*- Ap + X. The sum rules are 

where < H > is the average number of fragments produced in all reactions and 
o R the corresponding total reaction cross section. The two sum rules are model 
Independent. Assuming that cr(Ap) has been measured for all possible Ap. equa
tion (2) gives an Independent determination of o%. Then the sume rule (!) is 
predictive with respect to the average number of fragments < H >. In general 
not all the a(Ap) are measured (especially when Ap Is very small) so it is 
convenient to define a partial sura rule 

! • -TJ- X ) o(M - < N, > (3) 
°R A p T U A p ^ F ° W 

which defines the average number < Nj > of fragments of mass number 
0 < Ap < A T + Ap. For high energy proton induced reactions on various targets 
<Hj> behaves in the way indicated in figure la. One observes that the average 
multiplicity remains close to one for J > 20, increasing suddenly when inclu
ding smaller fragments. Heavy Ion reactions show a similar behaviour, but with 
larger average multiplicities**- The average multiplicity of the projectile 
fragments Is also similar (figure lb). For low energy reactions the Increase 
occurs only when including the smaller fragments (p,n,d,a..). These observa
tions can be taken as an indication that at high energy two reaction mechanisms 
are present, one in which large fragments are produced with multiplicity one 
(plus many p,n,d,a...) and another in which various small fragments of the 
target are formed. 
., We have deduced from the analysis of many pieces of data that for the target 



fragments < N > *v AJ/3. Using the sura rule (1), this observation has suggested 
the scaling law 

(3) fftAp.ApAp.Ep) » otAp/Ar.Ap.Ep) 
i.e. the dependence on the fragment mass is really only a dependence on Ap/Aj, 
while the dependence on the projectile and Incident energy remains. Strictly 
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FIGURE 1 

Average multiplicity of fragments of mass larger than J produced 
in high energy proton-nucleus reactions (a), and in 12C* H>a-
nucleus reactions in forward direction (b). 

speaking, the law should apply only for A, -» «, In figure 2 it is shown how 
12 

scaling works for 5 GeV protons and for 25 GeV C bombarding various targets. 
We emphasize that the scaling property is a consequence of the n¥ dependence 
of < M >. 

The same sum rules analysis can be applied to projectile fragments . 
The < Hj > shows a similar behaviour as one can see in figr)b. These results 
seem to indicate that beyond the usual abrasion-ablation picture» nultifrag
mentation of the projectile can also occur. One also observes that < N > does 
not depend on the target, whereas the measured reaction cross section for this 
particular process o 0 = y~ ^ i A A f o(A p) depends both on the projectile 
ond the target. This result is compatible only with the hypothesis of weak fac
torization o(ApiP.T) = Yp YBT ! furthermore Y P T must be proportional to 
o and precisely one finds 

; \ Y P T
 s const, (a» + aj) (4) 



FIGURE Z 
Scaling property in the variable X = Ap/Aj of mass yield dis
tributions for high-energy protons and l?C induced reactions. 

where a£, &Î defined in ref.18, are essentially a measure of the radii of the 

target and projectile nuclei. Result (4 } has already been found and discussed 

in ref.19. The cross section a is an important part of the total reaction 

cross section. He find, independently on the target, for C + nucleus reactions 

°R 3" 
2.2. Limiting Evaporation 

Above same hundred MeV bombarding energy, in the range Ay > Ap % A-r» the 

mass yields show a nearly exponential behaviour (see for Instance figure 2). 

One observes that when the bombarding energy increases starting at some hun

dreds of MeV, first the slope of o(Ap) decreases and then reaches a limiting 

value at about 2 GeV of total bombarding kinetic energy . The inverse of the 

logarithmic derivative S of o(Ap) indicates the average number of particles 

lost by the target. If we assume that in average about 10 MeV are necessary 

to evaporate one nucléon, ne can determine the mean excitation energy per 



nucléon of the target that corresponds to the evaporation process 

i.ji.;. • <E/A T> » 5 ^ — HeV/A _ <??_,„ 

In figure 3 we have represented < E/Ar > as a function of the bombarding energy 

for various targets and projectiles. One sees that<E/Ar >reaches the limiting 

value of about 3 HeV per nucléon» independently of the target and the projec

tile, when the Incident energy is above E GeV. This result seems to be quite 

general. We interpret the limiting value of < E/Ar > = 3 HeV per nucléon as the 

maxima» ancAgy that a mtcleu* can -tccc.tvc without biaakhiQ, Below that value, 

it deexcites evaporating particles. Above, it breaks. This energy corresponds 

to a temperature of 3bout T *\» 5 HeV, 

(MeV) 
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FIGURE 3 
Limiting excitation energy per nucléon in evaporation processes of diffe
rent target nuclei, as a function of the kinetic energy of the Incident 
projectiles. Data are from refs. 20-23. 

. 2.3. Multiplicities of coincident particles and fragments 

* The informations on fragment multiplicities wa have extracted from inclusive 

reactions are rather limited. Fortunately some ctore exclusive data are now avai

lable. Some examples arc discussed below. The observed fast charged particle 

nul tip!ici ties give o treasure of the violence of the initial collision , I.e. 



Of the number of primary nuclcon-nucleon collisions. The probability P(m) to 

have ta emitted fast charged particles associated with the production of frag

ments of various sizes Ap is shown in figure 4 for protons and He high energy 

induced reactions. He observe that < a > increases when Ap decreases and that 

.< m > is much larger for He than for protons. This observation supports the 
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FICURE 4 
Probability to have m emitted fast particles associated with the produc
tion of a fragment of size Ap. Continuous lines represent the da*J of 
re f . 24. Dashed lines are results of the model of Section 3. 

Idea that heavy fragments are produced in peripheral collisions (evaporation 

residue) and small fragments in central collisions (multifragrantation). Inter

mediate size fragments (Ap *» 05 *= Aj/Z) can be produced by f ission, evaporation 

and nay be also by multifrâgirentation. In the 42 GeV Ne + Au reaction oiic also 

sees a great enhancement of < m > associated with Ac ^ 30 . This may be an 

indication of the formation of an important f i rebal l in central coll isions. 

In figure 5, the histograms represent the shape of heavy prongs distr ibu

tions 1ti selected ctuiùiat cabU.ii.ons of heavy ions reactions In emulsions „25 
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Heavy prongs correspond to charged fragments. The experimental data show that 

the mean number < n > of charged fragments is large and increases like A p' 

!(Ap being the projectile mass) between Ar and 0. This trend supports the 

'idea of a connection between the mean number of fragments and the mean number 

of nucleon-nucleon priraary collisions in central reactions. The result for He 

is not understood. < 

Figure 6 gives the mean multiplicity < MA> (Z) of fragments of charge Z 

associated with a nucleus of mass 20-39 (which is expected to be produced in 

.central collisions) for the 5 GeV and 42 GeV Ne + Au reactions . < fy > (Z) 

Increases when Z decreases indicating that a great number of small fragments 

is produced in such a reaction. This result strengthens the hypothesis of the 

appearance of a multifragmentation process in central collisions. 
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FIGURE 5 
Distribution of number of fragments 
per event emitted from central col
lisions. Beam energies are 2,1 CeV/A 
for *He and 1»0, and 1.8 GeV/A for 
4UAr. Data are from rcf.25. Dotted 
lines calculated with the model of 
Section 3, including only fragments 
of the target. 

FIGURE 6 
Mean multiplicity of fragments of 
charge 2 associated with a nucleus 
of mass 20-39. The lines are cal
culated vn'tb the model of Section 
3. Data are from ref.24. 



3. A SIMPLE NÛOCL FOR MULTIFRAGMENTATION-EVAPORATION 
; 3.1. Review of the Model 

We have developed a model 
A first fast stage of nucleon-nuclcon collisions is followed by a second stage 
of fr&pntent formation. Tnore aro two competing regimes for the second stage ; 
A fast aultlfragmentation or a slower evaporation of light fragments. The first 
stage Is handled with the Glauber theory , 2 B»in such a way that the dynamics of 
that stage is completely determined (target, projectile, incident energy»... 
dependence of the reaction cross sections). For the second stage we have not 
specified the dynamics, because tie ignore it. He have adopted a minimal cons
traint modélisation, that incorporates the following features suggested by the 
analysis of the data : 

a) In the nultifragnientation regime the average number of fragments < N > 
equaU the average number of target-projectile nueleon-nucleon collision < n >. 
In that way < n > has the right magnitude and A J ^ 3 dependence. 

b) At every primary KU collision an energy £ 0 is deposited in the specta
tors (both target and projectile). EQ is a free parameter of the model. For 
all the intermediate and high energy reactions in large systems we discuss 
below we have taken E 0 = 80 MeV. This is an elective deposited energy that 
accounts for all possible modes of excitation (compression, extra surface, 
recoil of nucléons, creation of holes, e t c . ) . 

c) The spectators cannot support an excitation energy higher than Ë - 3 HeV/ 
nucléon without breaking. At every collision, the spectators cither decay by 
evaporation of light composites if the excitation energy is loner than Ë or 
break up in many fragments if it 1s larger. 

d) The deposited excitation energy is governed by the number n of nucleon-
nucleon collisions E* = nE 0, I.e. is correlated with the impact parameter. 

In practice the separation between the two regimes in c) is realized by a 
splitting of the impact parameter domain. When b > b c r j t we are in the evapora
tion regime, when b < h c H t i"

 t h e multifragmentation, b C H t being implicitly 
defined by 

<***>£„ <n f=>E„ ' 
j . — « < 3 PleV < jf-2 (6) 

where A is either A = A T or A » Ap. The average number of collisions in both 
regimes is given by 

„f,cv 
•ft-*")/**" 

are the cross sections to make n primary nucleon-nucleon 



collisions 
' bcnt d , b Tn £ = r-

x *"•«? 
(8) 

°crit 
, that contains the information 

about the nucleon-nucleon cross sections (and its energy dependence) and atout 
the shape of the colliding nuclei. 

We write the cross sections to produce fragments of size Ap in the form 

o f - e U ( A F ) " E <
, e V < > 6 V ( * F ) IS) 

n 

The P„ V(Ap) a1*6 the probabilities to produce a fragment of size Ap in a n-body 
break up. They contain the information on the dynamics of the muHifragmenta
tion and evaporation. 

For the muU1 fragmentation process v;e ignore what is the mechanism. But «re 
can imagine that nuclei break in some chaotic way, may be following the fis
sures created by the ejected recoil nucléons. He assunje that the P n are deter
mined only by statistics. To calculate it, we consider n uniformly random cuts 
in a' segment of size A (or Ap). It follows that 

• > P ) - "!» - "> i (l - ^ ) " " 2 (10) 

and 

Ç P>F) = n 

Aichelin and HUfner have proposed a somewhat different definition of the proba-
Performing the sum (9} one gets : 

• fWF>-i/ , W l t- 1»|T<«» 1-" T ( S ,J E 

(") 
{{. = A-j- or A = Ap) with b c r i t defined by (6). 

The probabilities PjflAp) for the evaporation process can be r r l j i d to the 

F„(E) • * » (U) 
(n-l)!Ej 

0Ar)-fFn(i(«-V) (") 



where c is the mean loss in excitation energy in one decay and a the nean 
change in nucléon number. He have taken t/a = 12.5 HeV. Inserting (13) in (9) 
we get the second component of the tot.il mass yield. 
' Finally w„- have to consider the mass yield of the wry light evaporated 
paxticZcA. We have adopted the simple law 

q e u< 2ï(A F) = o 0 e'
B (M) 

where 0» (V - " A A F ^
T * Here \ is the Coulomb barrier seen by the evaporated 

particle and Q^p- the 0-value of that particular channel. The temperature T 
is given by the max-irauci excitation energy In the evaporation regime E, i.e. 
T = 5 MeV. The normalization a is determined by the conservation of the num
ber Of nucléons. 

3.2. Comparison with experimental data 

The node) described above has been firstlycniploycd for calculating mass 
yields in Inclusive reactions. Figures 7 to 9 show some examples- In figure 7 
we compare our predictions with the data on high energy protons <md I 2 C bom
barding a Ag target * . Also shown for the former are the contributions of 
the various mechanisms. One remarks that in our model nultifragmcntation is 
the dominant process only in the moss region IE £ Ap < SD, Lighter and heavier 
nuclei aro mainly pruduced by evaporation. Figure 8 shows tho calculated mass 
yields of small fragments produced by high energy p + Xe and Ile * Au reac
tions * '. One sees that the agreement uith data is nearly as good as the empi
rical fit A F *

2 , 6 4 . Projectile fragmentation is illustrated in figure 9 for the 
reaction of rclativistic 1 2 C and 1 6 0 ions bombarding various tarpcts 1 5. The 
dotted line shows the contribution of the multifragmentatiori mech?yism. One 
remarks that this contribution is essential to explain the inchesje of a{Ap) 
in tho region Ap £ 6. For the evaporation part we have a* suited in this parti
cular calculation that only E 0 * 10 I'eV arc deposited at every tin collision, 
which is not unreasonable in very small nuclei like ^ C or * 6 0 . 

The target mass dependence for producing a light fragment (2*Ma) in proton 
induced reactions at various energies 3 3 is also very well explained (fig.10]. 
In our model, 2 Ha is mainly produced from light targets by evaporation, while 
n:u1tïfragir.cntation is the dominant process in heavy targets. 

The energy dependence of the o{Ap) is better shown ,"n figure II. He can 
undeiitand this behaviour In the following way. At very low bombarding energy 
per nucléon (hundreds of KoV} the effective moan froe path \ of nucléons is 
large (X - 4 fm)> the number of KM collisions is small, the reaction takes 
place in the cviporation regime but the probability to evaporate many nucléons 
to reach ^ 4Na is very small. Increasing the energy, to the relativistic domain. 

http://tot.il
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FIGURE 8 
Calculated mass yield distribu
tions of light fragments for 
high energy p + Xe and He - Au 
reactions. The dashed curve is 
a fit according to the law 
A" 2- 6 4. Data are from refs.2,Z4. 

FIGURE 7 
Mass yield distributions for high-ener
gy p-fig and l?C-Ag reactions. Data from 
refs.30,31. The various contributions 
to the total mass yield (of nwltifrag
mentation t uC v(1j evaporation resi
dues i o e v(2) evaporated light frag
ments) arc also shown for the p-Ag 
reaction. 

the number of collisions increases (X decreases), the system basculâtes into 

the fragmentation regime and the cross section taises very rapidly. It reaches 

a tùnttûiQ va£u& because A saturates at about A = 1.5 fm above fproj *" 5 GeV/ 

nucléon. To our knowledge this is the first parameter free explanation of this 

ttmcttty mut£t̂ t«g«icittat«)iieffect, 'n terms of the elementary nucleon-nuclcon 

collisions12. 

How far we can push the comparison with the experimental data ? Rsma1n1ng 

in the field of the mass yield distributions, we can ask what is the lowest 

bombarding energy at which the model is still valid. The answer to this ques

tion is net y d clear. It is closely related to the validity of the description^ 

nucleus-nucleus collisions in terms of individual HH collisions in the frame

work of Glauber theory. Some partial answer is given in figure 12, where the . 



FIGURE 9 FIQURE 10 
Calculated mass yield distributions of Calculated target dependL.ice of the 

Îrojcçtile fragments for rciativi&tic cross section for the production of 

2c, 16o-nucleu£ reactions. Data are Z«ija for* different bombarding proton 
the forward* angles measurements of energies. Pata are from ref.33. We 
rcf.15. have assumed that ^Ha collects 2/3 

of the total Af=24 cross section. 

o(ApJ for the evaporation fragrr-cnts of Ag bombarded by 80 HeV/A * 2C are shown. 

At lovier energies, the dynamics of the first stage probably has to be handled 

in a different way. 

Host cf the other types of comparisons demand to put more physics In the 

model. This Is in particular the case for angular and energy distributions of 

fragments, where we would need to specify more the multifragntentation mecha

nism. Korfc in this direction is in progress. However some of the multiplici

ties and coincidence of particles and fragments we have analyzed in Section 

Z.3 con be compared rather directly with the model. 

The probability to cc.it n 1 fast particles associated with fragments of 

various sizes Ap (figure 4) can be connected with the number of primary nuclcon-

nuclcon collisions n by sorce relation n' = f(n). Then we should have 

http://cc.it


'<»•>" Ç l " ï >ft*F> • C C<V> . <n-.f(n» 

Jdn Un- - f(n))ï o' pJ(AF) • o~ P~(Ap) i 
(15) 

•>• Idn 

The dashed lines in figure 4 show these results. One secs that taken n' - n 

one gets a relatively good agreement for proton reactions. For Ne induced reac

tions n' & 1.3 Horks better for Ap ** .10 fragments. This could indicate that in 
central collisions some of the fast particles are secondary recoil nucléons. 
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FIGURE 11 
Calculated cross sections for the pro
duction of ?1Iia in proton and heavy 
ions induced reactions, as a function 
of the bombarding energy. Data are 
from refs.34,35. 

FIGURE 12 
Calculated raass yield distribu
tions of target evaporation 
fragments for low energy 1 2C+Ag 
reaction. Data are from -.-sf.23. 

One of the basic assumptions of the model is that for central collisions in 

average the number of fragments equals the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. 

o^jf-t^UM^ •P .-T(»> (16) 



the calculated multiplicities are 'too small. This is probably because we have 

not Included in the calculation the multiplicities of the projectile fragments. 

The result for He Is definitively incompatible with the data. 

The mean multiplicity <h\f> (2) of fragments of charge Z associated with a 

nucleus of mass A " (figure 6) can be written 

< H A >(2) -v J
 c r 1 t d'b !T(b)l Jexp (17) 

(we assume that for small nuclei, 2 ~A/2). Formula (17) gives an exponential 

trend for <ftA> that fits rather well the data, except for Z < 3. The discre

pancy could indicate an evaporation of very small fragments that takes place 

«££CA the multifragmentation. This is not included in the calculât.on. 

1. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

He have shown that the whole mass yield curve for proton and heavy Ions in

duced reactions can be described in the framework of a same model. In this 

model most of the mass yield of very light fragments come from an evaporation 

process that takes place in peripheral collisions. Multifragmentation occurs 

only when a minimal excitation energy of about 3 McV/nucleon is deposited in 

the nucleus. This information can be extracted from the experimental data 

in a clean way. 

Sometimes is useful to describe physics with pictures taken from our surron-

ding world. For the present problem we could say that mcleusbehaves like a 

strange glass. Heated with caution till a moderate temperature it foras dro

plets. With a strong and localized heating it breaks in many pieces. 
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